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BACKGROUND 

The PanRhodian Society of America (P.S.A.) “Apollon” was originally 
established in 1916 in the city of Hartford, CT under the name 
“Omonoia”. The objectives of the P.S.A. “Omonoia” were 
multifaceted: philanthropic, educational, as well as patriotic for the 
enslaved mother land of Rhodes. The original intention was for the 
unity of all Rhodians in America under one organization. While the 
base was established in the city of Hartford, CT, three more chapters 
in Norwich, CT, New York, and in Baltimore were established with 
Konstantinos F. Mponiatis, as its president shortly afterwards in 1919. 

In March 1924, the “Omonoia” organization along with its four 
chapters, merged with the newly established Rhodian Society 
“Proodos” of New York, under the name: PanRhodian Society of 
America “Apollon”. This is the organization we have up to this day 
with Athanasios Athanasiadis serving as the president at the time. 
PSA “Apollon”, with Hartford as its mother chapter, went on to 
establish 25 additional chapters in many states from the East to West 
Coasts. It has become and continues to be the largest Rhodian 
organization outside of Rhodes, Greece. The main purpose of 
"Apollon” is for the unity of all Rhodians; to support schools, 
organizations and individuals in resources, research and guidance; 
especially pertaining to the Greek language, culture, education, art, 
history, and religion abroad and in Rhodes.   

Until Rhodes and the Dodecanese Islands were unified with Greece 
in 1948, P.S.A. contributed to the Greek educational programs of 
young children througt the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of 
Alexandria. PSA also aided with the organization of marriage 
ceremonies of young couples in Rhodes, and contributed to the 
establishment of Greek Orthodox Communities and for the 
construction of churches in many US states. To this day, “Apollon” 
continues to provide scholarships for college students. In addition, 
PSA helped establish Greek Community schools with many Rhodians 
serving as teachers, and participates with other members of the 
Omogeneia to defend every just, national issue of Greece and 
Cyprus, including the Ecumenical Patriarchate in Constantinople, 
Macedonia, and matters of the Aegean Sea. In CT, “Apollon” was the 
first organization to encourage and assist the foundation of the 
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Hellenic Student Association (Paideia) in 1977.  Finally, PSA has also 
contributed in the construction of The Center for Hellenic Studies 
Paideia at UCONN in 1986 and it continues its efforts for the 
completion of the Center for Hellenic Studies at URI with its 
educational building “RODOS”. 

PSA recently established a chapter in Rhodes and works for 
the unity and cooperation of all Rhodian organizations outside of 
Rhodes. "Apollon" has received the widest possible support from 
Rhodian people of all backgrounds, educational levels and financial 
means. Today, “Apollon” looks ahead to inaugurate an educational 
and cultural camp in Kolympia, Rhodes, Greece for students.  

We hope that the new facilities for our young Rhodian scholars 
in Kolympia will stand as a fitting symbol to the ideals espoused by 
"Apollon’s" founders from 1919.  It is also our hope that instituting 
these facilities will exhibit our appreciation and give back to Rhodes 
for the many gifts and benefits provided to us and all of humanity 
through its long history.  It is also our belief that we should leave 
something lasting for our children to remember their forefathers.  
Additionally, it is our hope that through these facilities we will not only 
stimulate and nurture learning of the Hellenic culture, but also provide 
a symbol of friendship and love between Greece, America, and all of 
the countries where Rhodians live. 

PSA “Apollon” is an American recognized 501 C (3) Organization with 
chapters in Connecticut and several US states, as well as in Canada 
and in Greece.  

 

MISSION OF PSA “APOLLON” 

To unite all individuals of Rhodian descent under one organization, 
regardless of gender or religion residing in the Americas, Europe, 
Australia, Africa, and Asia. 

To promote a greater connection within the vast Greek-American 
community and the Hellenic Diaspora.  
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To encourage collaboration and to promote solidarity and brotherly 
relations among its members. 

To provide financial assistance towards educational, religious, 
philanthropic, athletic, cultural, and agricultural programs in all 
regions of the world where Rhodian Societies are established, as well 
as in Rhodes. 

To award scholarships to future generations of the Rhodian Diaspora 
attending accredited institutions of higher learning in the USA and 
globally.  

 

PSA “APOLLON” IN RHODES 

For over one hundred years, PSA “Apollon” is linked with its 
international members through their hearts, minds, and mutual 
respect of Rhodes.  PSA “Apollon will always be united with our place 
of origin and our heritage. One of our main targets was the 
establishment of a PSA “Apollon” chapter on the island of Rhodes. 
This chapter is another strong link in promoting activities in the land 
of our ancestors. 

 

PROPOSAL 

The PSA “Apollon” respectfully requests from the City Council of the 
City of Rhodes, Greece to appropriate the property of the public 
summer camp of Kolympia for an unspecified period to our 
organization based on Article 185 Paragraph 2 of N. 463/2006, as 
modified and accepted. 

The space will be reconstructed with our resources and under our 
supervision, so that we may be able to operate as a cultural camp for 
the children of Rhodians both domestic and abroad. 

 

FACILITIES 
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Architectural plans to be submitted to Rhodes Building officials by the 
end of October 2019. 

   

BENEFITS 

The renovation, construction, and operation of a camp for Rhodian 
youths both abroad and in Rhodes will give a new strength and a 
common goal to all Rhodian organizations abroad.  

 It will meet existing needs as well as foster new relationships and 
future opportunities to organized Rhodian communities everywhere.   

The Rhodian Camp on the island of Rhodes will provide a beacon for 
the Rhodians abroad and a place where others can learn about their 
Rhodian Greek heritage. 

The Kolympia campsite for the future generations will embody Greek 
learning and traditions as fundamental to the humanities among world 
cultures.  The camp’s facilities will provide the grounds for social and 
intellectual engagement with the public, further linking the people on 
the island with Rhodians abroad. 

 

USES-EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE CAMP 

These facilities are intended to have numerous purposes and house 
and support an assortment of programs including the following: 

• Room and Board for students of Rhodian descent 

• Hellenic Studies programs (Classical, Byzantine, and Modern) 

• Various student activities and initiatives 

• Numerous art workshops 

• Artistic, historical, cultural exhibits and events 

• Programs of cultural, intellectual, and spiritual content 
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• Promote and support educational/cultural exchange programs 
between Rhodes and the Rhodian communities abroad 

• A Greek Orthodox Chapel to serve as a place where students 
and visitors can appreciate and learn about the authentic 
Byzantine architecture and the Byzantine traditional art and 
décor 

• Educational programs of elementary, middle, and high school, 
as well as other institutions of higher learning 

• Public Speeches, debates, and civic events 

• Strengthen existing programs and to open new learning 
opportunities for Rhodian children abroad 

• An attraction for visitors of the island 

The goal is to have a magnificent camp that can attract young 
students for a positive life-changing experience, which will include 
excursions to other islands of the Dodecanese and other parts of 
Greece. 

 

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE CAMP 

PSA “Apollon” is acting as the general contractor for this project.  By 
the end of October we will solidify the associated costs.  The 
“Apollon” construction team with its architects, engineers, project 
managers, electricians, plumbers, carpenters, students and 
volunteers will make it a project of love and service, thus bringing the 
costs down. 

PSA “Apollon” will ask for donations from Rhodian Societies, 
individuals, and foundations. Toward this effort we need the moral 
support of Rhodes Cultural Societies, municipalities on the island, the 
City of Rhodes, the Prefecture of South Aegean Greek Islands and of 
the Rhodes Holy Metropolis. 
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PSA “Apollon” welcomes donated construction materials and 
volunteer workers for the completion of the project.  

PSA “Apollon” is responsible for the operation and the maintenance 
of the camp. 

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT TO RHODIANS ABROAD       

Rhodians abroad will view the “Apollon” Kolympia student’s camp as 
a project near and dear to them with high priority.  This project is 
considered particularly important to the Rhodian students and to all 
Rhodian people.  We see this project as one of the best opportunities 
to give something back to Rhodes and Greece. 

PSA “Apollon” and all Rhodian Societies abroad cannot have 
programs without a strong cultural component. The Rhodian 
Community abroad, being spread across great distances, is unified 
with a common cultural component on the motherland which binds, 
connects, gives strength, and inspiration to all their activities.  

If Rhodian Societies abroad do not offer a strong cultural program on 
the island of Rhodes, it will be increasingly difficult to keep future 
generations of Rhodian diaspora close to their Rhodian heritage. We 
need to have a beautiful camp in Rhodes for young students to visit, 
while building new friendships and participating in intensive 
educational and cultural programs and activities.  

It is for this reason that PSA "Apollon" has dedicated itself to seeing 
this project through to completion. 

 

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT TO RHODES AND TO ALL 
RHODIANS 

We believe that the positive influence of this project to Rhodes and all 
Rhodians is exceedingly self-explanatory and beneficial to everyone. 
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Throughout the years, all political and religious leaders on the island 
have unwaveringly expressed their solidarity for the Rhodian people 
abroad.       

 





























































PANRHODIAN SOCIETY OF AMERICA “APOLLON”,INC. 
“APOLLON” CAMP IN KOLYMPIA, RHODES, GREECE 

 BUILDING FUND PLEDGE FORM 
 

The PanRhodian Society of America “APOLLON” is sponsoring a fundraising campaign. 
The purpose is to complete the construction of an educational/cultural camp at Kolympia, 
Rhodes, Greece for young Rhodian descent students from America, Canada, Australia, 
Europe, Asia and Africa.  
 
Attached please find a copy of PSA “Apollon” proposal to City of Rhodes. 
The proposal has been accepted,  the agreement has been signed last July.   
Architectural plans you can find attached have been submitted to start construction.  
 
Your contribution will be an important factor in promoting Rhodian Hellenic Culture to 
our youth around the world.. This will be a small contribution to Rhodes and Hellenism 
by PanRhodian Society “Apollon”, by every Rhodian Society Abroad, of all the Rhodians 
and friends in and out of Rhodes. 
 
Every dollar counts because with your contribution you achieve to put on the ground 
facilities to welcome and house our youth, our future.  
These facilities will be open to all to enjoy with admiration for generations.  
 
Please accept our sincerest thanks for your continued support. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Name(s) please print clearly, for recognition listing 
 
Address 
 
City, State, Zip Code 
 
In recognition of the need, I (we) hereby subscribe and intend to pay the sum of: 
_________________________________________________ Dollars ($ ____________ 
 
___________________________________    __________________________________ 
Signature                                            Date       Spouse signature                              Date 
                                                                                          Balance to be paid as follows: 
                                                                                         Year          Amount 
Total Pledge     $___________________                         

2020   $_________________ 
2021   $_________________ 

Please make checks payable to: PSA “Apollon”  Building Fund.  
 
Please mail to: PSA “Apollon”, 364 Central Parkway Ave, SE, Warren, Ohio 44483 USA      
PSA “Apollon” is a tax-exempt 501(C)(3) not for profit organization. 
Please remember that everything PSA “Apollon” achieved thus far is due to your loving 
support!  


